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Pro-align, Sydney

Injury Profile: Scapula stability for Pro- Align

The following are rehabilitation exercises to help you recover faster and prevent re-injury. Please contact your Health Professional if you have
any questions

Scapular Setting

0:10
Hold

10
Sets

Broaden the collar bones, thinking wide!

Picture the shoulder blade being attracted to the opposite hip pocket

You may perform 1 arm at a time or both together

Try to practice this position when sitting also

Think of the scapulas having a film of air between them and the rib wall. The
shoulders should feel light and not locked onto the rib wall.

Watch VideoWatch Video

Scapular Setting in 4 Point Kneeling

10
Reps

2
Sets

On hands and knees, engage the core and maintain neutral spine

Allow the ribcage to drop towards the floor, the scapula will come around the
ribcage at the back.

Push the floor away and the rib cage will lift and the scapulas move away from
one another.

Keep the neck in line with the rest of the spine and don't arch the back

Keep the arms straight and isolate this movement to the shoulder blades only
and not the spine. It is a small movement.

/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PoxIYzip3Zk


The exercises and advice in this rehabilitation program have been prescribed specifically to you by your healthcare provider. Any questions
about this program should be directed to that provider. MyPhysioRehab does not accept any liability for damage or injury suffered whilst
performing these exercises. Please seek advice from your health professional if you experience any discomfort during this exercise routine.

Scapular Stability - Single Arm Balance

8
Reps

2
Sets

Start in a push up position on bench or table top

Push through arms to support body weight and allow the scapulas to move
away from each other around the rib cage.

Lift other arm off the bench and maintain shoulder position in the weight bearing
arm.

Keep back straight by engaging your core and outer trunk muscles

Try the scapula setting exercise from previously allowing a small movement of
the scapula on the rib cage .

Alternatively you can hold the push and work scapula endurance. Aim for 10
seconds.

Watch VideoWatch Video

http://youtu.be/dY6Ec4tETCU
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